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Today (Jan 7th, 2017), we held the first course celebration dinner in 2017 for course TQM.

This course is delivered by Professor Alex Boussetta, who is an expert of quality and project management.

This time, GMSCM 2015 & 2016 students host the dinner together for this celebration. Mr. Ma Shuqun (GMSCM Project Supervisor), Miss Wang Zhenzhen (Advisor of GMSCM 2016) and Miss Gu Xuji (TA of TQM) joined us.

This is the biggest celebration party we have had so far. We almost could not find a suitable place for taking the team picture. But in the end the stair was well used by us. You know we are GMSCMers, we are a team of dealing with something impossible.

Not only celebrated the successful course been delivered by Professor Alex, we also celebrate the birthday of who born in January and February from both classes. This is the first time GMSCM 2015 and 2016 have a formal dinner together, and this a cheerful moment for both classes, we had a good experience of attending the classes together in the past 4 months. And we will spend more times study together in the future, hope we will continuously conduct the excellence cooperation in each course.

Of course, professor is always the most popular person in this kind of dinner party, group photo with professor is the key elements of the dinners.

As usual, best wishes to professor and teachers, best wishes to ZJU/McGill MBAers, and best wishes to GMSCM 2015&2016.